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W.A.A.F. ASSEMBLE HURRICANE

One day eight young women arrived at an R.A.F, maintenance unit. They were

W*A*A*F* girls straight from the Training School where they had., just .qualified as

aero flight-mechanics.
...

This,was their first station. Only a few months Before,
they had 'Been employed in shops', offices and domestic service. All of themwere

young - Between eighteen and twenty-two - and they were shy and didn’t know what

they wore in for at this Big camp.

It was alarming to Be there at all, and still more so when aFlying Officer

in charge of the assembly shops book them out., pointed to
‘

a Box about the size of

a furniture van and said "There’s a Hurricane inside that. Take it out and

it."

Plying Officer bright had Beenmeditating about- the problem, of employing women

flight-mechanics. He had made up his mind to give them responsibility from the

start and see what they could make of it. So instead of putting them individually
to work alongside experienced men on different jobs, he gave, them a machine to

themselves, put them in charge of one leading aircraftman, and lot them got on with

the Business. The Hurricane had come from Canada, They had never seen one Before*

They looked at it and at each other in dismay,

But they were well up in methods of assembly, and their foreman soon found out

when they had uncreated the fuselage, planes and fin, that they knew, what they were

about* Pie gave them directions and no assistance - in fact, ho did-his Best to

forget they were a hunch of very pretty girls and treated them - maybe with

reservations of language - simply as any ordinary gang of F.M.’s. .

To the average individual, assembling the components of a plane may sound

easy* He doesn’t know much about such things as aerodynamics and hydraulics* He

might think that "assembling" a Hurricane is just a matter of screwing some large

complete sections together. It is not anything like that
0

For the Benefit of those

who are a Bit more familiar with aeroplane anatomy f
hero is a Brief list of some of

some of the work the "rookies" put in.

They fitted main-planes, rudder, tail-plane and fin, radiator, radiator Bath,

oiling control system, control column, controls-elevator, ailerons, rudder-flaps

and rudder Bias gear. They connected the hydraulic gun-pipe lines, tuned up

trimming-tab control, removed, cleaned and re-fitted gun-mountings, the cock-pit

lights, fairings and cowlings wore adjusted and gap-strips fitted.

Then on the completed Hurricane, every smallest detail of their work was

subjected to the most Stringent examination By Aeronautical Inspection Department

experts* Excitement ran high over the result of this, for this piece of

workmanship was the first experiment of its kind, end these girls were making a

new mark on the tally of women’s capabilities, The A.I.D. passed the machine.



Then the crucial moment arrived, wheeled out on the airfield, the

aircraft awaited the test-flight that would put the final seal on their

handiwork. They stood on the airfield, sick and hollow with apprehension.

They waited breathless as the pilot climbed in. They watched him, busy
with the controls as he tested them on the ground. In all their lives there

had never been a thrill to equal the moment when their Hurricane left the

ground and mounted up into the air. They watched its antics in the shy,

hardly able to believe their eyes that this amazing bird was the inert mass

of mechanism their own fingers had put together.

They saw the pilot fling it about overhead, each one of thorn anxiously

trying to guess his thoughts# "What about the controls? the trim?#,...

does it answer... will it pass ...?"

They were afraid to think of that. It would be too much to hope that

it was perfect, all the same, it looked all right up there

It's rare for a machine to pass its first test-flight with full marks.

Even more unusual when it is an imported one, since many more adjustments

have to be made after the vicissitudes of crating and carriage.

This one was. The pilot
1
s verdict was an O.K. in large letters,

"This is absolutely all right", he said, "I shan't want to try it out again,"

So Monica Sergeant, Mabel Dufaur, Mary Lee, Joan Dinnage, Margaret

Bretherton, Ada Sparks, Kathleen Eaton and Kathleen Smedley, aero flight-

mechanics, W.A.A.F., have good reason to be proud of their first job in the •
service. The station is proud of it too. Flying Officer bright feels his

experiment was well justified. Their foreman was no loss pleased than

surprised at their ability. He made no fuss about it as a remarkable feat

for girls straight from training school who had never so much as handled a

spanner six months before. He simply said: "They were just as good as any

fellow"-- and left it at that.

If you speak to any of them about their work, you can see how keen they are,

maybe in peacetime they are keen on hats and frocks all the things girls like,

but at present their hearts ere in Hurricanes and nothing else. There mil be

many another fighter, assembled by W.A.A.F. girls before the war is won, but these

ones won't forget that they were first in a new field.
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